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Abstract 

 

WebAssembly is a new binary code specification, which was initially 

designed to complement JavaScript in web applications. WebAssembly is inherently 

portable and small, designed for multiplatform usage. Therefore, WebAssembly 

modules can be created to support embedded system-based biomedical sensor 

operation. However, WebAssembly has its own limitations to compensate with its 

portability. In this thesis, we show how WebAssembly modules can be applied to the 

basic biomedical modalities of body temperature, heart rate, and breathing 

pattern.  We show how the implementation performed, and what challenges were met 

during the development. It is concluded that WebAssembly can be applied for 

achieving safe and effective biomedical sensor devices, although with some 

limitations. 
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Sammanfattning 

 

WebAssembly är ett nytt binärt maskinkodsformat, ursprungligen skapat för att 

komplettera JavaScript i webbapplikationer.  WebAssemblys kod är liten och kan lätt 

användas på flera plattformar. Därför kan WebAssembly-moduler skapas för att stödja 

inbyggda system för biomedicinska sensorer. WebAssembly har dock sina egna 

begränsningar på grund av sin portabilitet.  I denna avhandling visar vi hur 

WebAssembly-moduler kan användas på enkla biomedicinska mätningar av 

kroppstemperatur, hjärtfrekvens och andningsmönster. Vi visar hur implementeringen 

genomfördes och vilka utmaningar som möttes under utvecklingen. Slutsatsen är att 

WebAssembly kan tillämpas för att skapa säkra och effektiva biomedicinska 

sensorenheter, även om det finns en del begränsningar.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

1.1 Introduction 

WebAssembly (WA) is a new breakthrough for fast execution of code on the 

web [1] [2]. It is designed to speed up web applications by replacing JavaScript for 

the critical parts of a program. WA is standardized by the World Wide Web 

Consortium (W3C) and there is already support for it in major web browsers, such as 

Mozilla Firefox, Microsoft Edge, Apple Safari, and Google Chrome. WebAssembly is 

a light-weight stack-based virtual machine (VM). It can be embedded in webpages 

where it can execute code instead of JavaScript or together with other JavaScript 

code. However, WA can also be embedded elsewhere, such as on resource-

constrained embedded Internet of Things (IoT) devices [3].  

By using WebAssembly it is possible to easily reconfigure/reprogram the 

sensor hardware. This can be done by utilizing a WA-based module to be installed in 

embedded system.  WA module can change behavior of the sensor system by 

changing or updating the signal processing algorithm in the embedded system.  With 

its good portability, WA module may improve the effectiveness of the sensor system.  

WA module usage is beneficial in moving the same code between the sensor, 

gateway/mobile, cloud server, and web client. In case of medical sensing application, 

the portable nature of WA modules can be utilized for adaptive and efficient medical 

sensor performance. In practice, WA module can be used in easier code refactoring 

in case of software development or adjustment. This is basically to change the 

internal code and maintain the program behavior without hassling with the overall 

system as in native implementation. With this practice, it is expected that WA module 

usage in sensor system can be make program development more sustainable. Other 

use of WA module is to easily update the algorithm or variables in the program due 

to system or environment change.  

However, since WA has limited computational capability and it is not designed 

to be standalone, a study regarding the applicability of WA-based 

modules─especially in relation to medical standard and whether it is sustainable for 

sensor system operation─should be conducted.  
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1.2 Thesis Project Goals 

The main goal of this thesis project is to evaluate the performance and 

practicality of WebAssembly implementation in embedded sensor node hardware 

system. By implementing WA virtual machine in embedded system and to evaluate 

its advantages and disadvantages, we can address some challenges presented by 

current WA installments in medical sensors. Furthermore, we can improve the future 

application of embedded sensors technology for safer and more efficient medical 

device, especially in wearable sensors.  

In this thesis project, few biomedical modalities are selected to be tested on 

the WebAssembly implementation. These are heart rate, surface body temperature, 

and breathing pattern. These three modalities are human vital signs, which are basic 

and important variables in determining physical condition of a person [4] [5]. 

Furthermore, these three modalities are also applicable in context of wearable sensor 

system simplicity and mobility.  

To achieve the main goal of this thesis project, these tasks below will be 

gradually performed: 

1) Identify a few common biomedical sensing applications, such as heart rate, 

body temperature, and breathing pattern sensing applications and learn their 

working algorithms.  

2) Analyze how these algorithms can be implemented with WebAssembly within 

embedded system along with the native implementation.  

3) Propose extended functionality in the existing WebAssembly implementation 

[1] in an embedded system, by identifying possible modifications and 

improvements in the existing WebAssembly implementations to improve the 

performance and sensing functionalities. These modifications and 

improvement will be performed to the sensor reading algorithms.  

4) Compare the performance and practicality between the WebAssembly 

implementation and the native implementation (without using WebAssembly). 

Comparison is performed between the native implementation and 

WebAssembly implementation using chosen quantifications and modalities in 

terms of performance and practicality, respectively.  
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Chapter 2 : Methods 
 

In this section, how the experiments were conducted will be shown and 

discussed. The section contains a general overview of the experiment methodology, 

description on every sensor system installation that was utilized in the experiments, 

native and WebAssembly implementation on each sensor system, and the resulting 

evaluation review from each sensor system performance. 

 

2.1 General Overview of the Experiments 

 The experiments involved three different and independent measurands, 

which are temperature (Celsius/Kelvin), heart rate (beat per minute), and breathing 

pattern (breaths per minute and respiratory volume indicator). All these sensor 

systems will be implemented in both native/standard implementation and novel 

WebAssembly implementation. The different implementations were exclusively done 

in the microcontroller unit of the sensor system, while any other parts of the sensor 

system itself (from the sensing elements, wiring, and ADC unit) were the same for 

each implementation. The resulting sensor output, sensor performance, and 

development experience between two different implementations were compared to 

see if there are any relevant differences.   
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Figure 2. 1 Diagram showing the overview of the experiment steps 

. 

2.2 Sensor System Installations 

Three different, basic biomedical measurand sensor systems were used in the 

experiment. The installation of the sensor is made as simple as possible. The 

accuracy and precision are calibrated but they were not vital in this experiment, 

because the goal is to compare the implementation differences made inside the 

microcontroller unit (MCU).  The output from the sensor system will be connected 

into ADC unit(s) which is integrated with the MCU board/ Development Kit. General 

equipment required for installation and development are:  

• Breadboard 

• Wiring jumpers 

• Texas Instruments Launchpad Kit CC26X2R1 Development Kit (ADC 

included) 

• Stopwatch 

• Notebook with Bluetooth connection and internet connection 

• C-to-wasm compiler or wat-to-wasm compiler (available online for free) 

SENSOR SYSTEM 

(Temperature, 

BPM, or breathing 

rate) 

Review, 

compare, 

and 
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Native 

Implementation in 

MCU 

WebAssembly 

Implementation 

in MCU 
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and development 

experience 

information  

Native results, 

performance, and 

development 

experience 

information  

Analog-to-Digital 

Converter Unit 

Analog-to-Digital 

Converter Unit 
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• Mathworks MATLAB (optional, for developmental purpose only) 

• Multimeter (optional, for developmental purpose only) 

Native C-based implementation and WebAssembly implementation(s) of the 

algorithm will be done in the MCU. The MCU will transmit the output via Bluetooth 

connection to the receiver unit, which is a notebook computer in this experiment. The 

challenges and the performance in each implementation will be both demonstrated 

and addressed in the Results chapter. Furthermore, evaluations of each 

implementation will be discussed in the Discussion chapter. 

2.2.1 Temperature Sensor System Installations 

Simple temperature sensor can be built using a thermistor, a fixed resistor, a low 

power source, and an ADC instrument. Beside the general equipment previously 

mentioned, there are extra equipment required for temperature sensor installations: 

• Thermistor resistor (10K Ω of resistance in room temperature of 25O C) 

• Conventional Resistor (10K Ω) 

 

Figure 2. 2 Voltage divider circuit used in the temperature sensor. 

 

A voltage divider circuit was formed as shown in Fig.(2.2). The Vout was measured to 

determine the value of Rth. The key to calculate temperature lies on the temperature-

sensitive Rth. The relationship between ADC reading(Nadc) and the thermistor 

resistance (Rth) can be explained as as shown in (Eq. 2.3) 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 =   
𝑅𝑡ℎ

𝑅𝑡ℎ+𝑅
𝑉𝑖𝑛                           (Eq.2.1) 
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𝑁𝑎𝑑𝑐 =   
𝑁𝑏𝑑  .  𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 

𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑓 
=   𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒  .

𝑁𝑏𝑑  

𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑓 
                        (Eq.2.2) 

Since Vmeasure  is equal to the Vout, we can combine (Eq. 2.1) and (Eq. 2.2), therefore we got:  

𝑁𝑎𝑑𝑐 =    
𝑅𝑡ℎ

𝑅𝑡ℎ + 𝑅
. 𝑉𝑖𝑛 .

𝑁𝑏𝑑  

𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑓 
 

𝑅𝑡ℎ =
𝑅.𝑁𝑎𝑑𝑐 

𝑉𝑖𝑛.
𝑁𝑏𝑑  

𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑓 
+𝑁𝑎𝑑𝑐 

                        (Eq. 2.3) 

where: 

R = 10000 Ω, 

Vin = 4.8 Volt (Measured input voltage) 

Nbd  = 4095 (bit depth for 12bit ADC) 

Varef = 5 Volt (analog voltage reference in the MCU board kit) 

In the MCU unit, calculation of Rth as a function of analog reading Nadc is implemented. 

After Rth value has been determined, consequently magnitude of temperature can be 

extracted through (Eq. 2.4) for temperature in Kelvin (TK), and (Eq. 2.5) for 

temperature in Celsius (TC).  

1

𝑇𝐾
=

1

𝑇𝐾−𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑚
+

1

𝐵𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓
ln (

𝑅𝑡ℎ

𝑅𝑡ℎ−𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑚
 )       (Eq. 2.4) 

𝑇𝐶 = 𝑇𝐾 + 273.15       (Eq. 2.5) 

 

where : 

TK-room  = 298.15 (room temperature in Kelvin) 

TK  = Temperature in Kelvin 

Bcoeff  = 3977 (B-coefficient is unique to the specific type of thermistor, can be obtained from 

datasheet) 

Rth-room = 10000 Ω (thermistor resistance in room temperature) 

TC  = Temperature in Celsius 

Output voltage from the temperature sensor circuit would act as the input to the MCU. 

The temperature sensor system must precisely respond to the correct temperature 
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between 32OC to 44OC with tolerable offset not more than 0.1OC per general medical 

standard. 

Wheatstone bridge circuit can also be adopted as the supporting circuit, 

providing better accuracy of sensing capability than the voltage divider circuit (see 

Fig. (2.2)). By doing this, there will be some changes in the (Eq.2.1) – (Eq. 2.3) 

especially regarding RTH calculation. However, voltage divider circuit is sufficient for 

this thesis project because the project focused on the MCU and related 

implementations of WebAssembly module, not the quality of the sensing system. 

2.2.2 Heart Rate Sensor System Installation 

 Beside the general equipment previously mentioned, there are extra 

equipment required for temperature sensor installations: 

• Photoplethysmograph sensor 

• Fingerstrap (optional, for attaching the sensor to the finger) 

A low-pass filter is needed in order to suppress the amount of significant fluctuation 

due to noise, so that any noise will not be translated as a signal peak. The algorithm 

for heart rate calculation requires EWMA (Exponentially Weighted Moving Average) 

with a pre-selected alpha percentage value. EWMA would act as a form of low-pass 

filter. In this context, alpha defines how a recent reading affect the overall EWMA 

value during that time of reading. Larger alpha means the most recent/current reading 

have more influence on the EWMA value. Lower alpha means previous readings 

have more influence on the EWMA value. EWMA with lower alpha is required here 

so that any small fluctuations and noise are filtered out without sacrificing significant 

information from lower frequency signal reading. In (Eq.2.6), a formula for EWMA 

calculation is presented. In this experiment, alpha value of 10 (10%) is selected for 

the EWMA.  

EWMA = 
alpha ⋅ reading 𝐴𝐷𝐶 + (100−alpha) ⋅  EWMA 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠

100
      (Eq. 2.6) 
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Figure 2. 3  ADC readings from PPG sensor system (top) and the resulting EWMA calculation with different 
alphas from PPG ADC readings(bottom). 

Fig. (2.3) shows the ADC reading and the resulting EWMA from two different 

alpha value. When the EWMA peak was detected, we put a timestamp there to mark 

the time of peak. When another peak happens, we put another timestamp there and 

calculate the difference between last two timestamps. From there, heart rate reading 

can be calculated as shown in Eq. (2.8). The Δt is the time difference between two 

timestamps, or alternatively means how many milliseconds required for one 

heartbeat signal. 

Heart rate = 
60 000 

 Δt[𝑚𝑠/𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑠]
       (Eq. 2.7) 

A good sampling rate of is needed to accommodate data precision so that 

aliasing problem does not happen here. 2 ms sleep period is introduced after the 

main periodic function is conducted. With the main periodic function that usually takes 

less than 1 ms, the total time for each sampling is nearly 3 ms, which was deemed 

as a suitable sampling period in this case (also in the breathing pattern sensor system 

later). 
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Table 2. 1  Example of how a peak rise is detected and acted upon. 

No  
ADC  

Reading 
EWMA 
(10%) 

𝐄𝐖𝐌𝐀

𝐄𝐖𝐌𝐀 𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒗𝒊𝒐𝒖𝒔
 

Significant 
peak rise 
detection 
(>2.5 %)  

Timestamp/interval/ Heart 
rate update 

1 1346 1200.0 N/A NO NO 

2 1375 1217.5 1.09 NO NO 

3 2257 1321.5 1.48 YES 

YES (once a real rise 
detected, 

timestamp/interval/BPM is 
updated) 

4 2810 1470.3 1.46 YES 
NO (Due to a failsafe 

algorithm, continuous rise is 
deemed as a same peak) 

5 2409 1564.2 1.20 NO NO 

6 1815 1589.3 1.04 NO NO 

7 1462 1576.5 0.98 NO NO 

8 1445 1563.4 0.98 NO NO 
 

Table (2.1) shows how a peak is detected from ADC reading and how it affects the 

timestamp/interval update. Once a significant peak rise is detected, the sensor 

calculates and display the heart rate value (through Eq. (2.7)). There is a failsafe to 

prevent sensor from ‘translating’ continuous rise (or a separated but very close rise) 

as different peaks.  Later in the experiment, we will compare this heart rate calculation 

algorithm (from ADC reading to resulting heart rate value) between native 

implementation and WebAssembly implementation. An example of code script 

containing heart rate calculation algorithm is shown in the Appendix. 

2.2.3 Breathing Pattern Sensor System Installation 

Beside the general equipment previously mentioned, there are extra equipment 

required for temperature sensor installations: 

• Elastic strap/belt. 

• Line-shaped FSR (10mm x 62 mm) 

• Square-shaped FSR (38mm x 38mm) 

• Adhesive material (Glue or double tape) 

• Fabric tape (to enclose and protect the line-shaped FSR so that the FSR can 

be easily glued above the chest strap/belt) 

Both FSRs would be glued on the chest strap, where the square-shaped FSR will be 

glued above the line-shaped FSR. The reason of using two different FSRs are:  
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a) square-shaped FSR will be very sensitive to the pressure, but since it will 

only detect pressure (from lower ribcage) in one spot, it will only effective for 

indicating respiratory volume, or any information related to how much 

pressure from thorax expansion that initiated toward the strap belt ; 

b) line-shaped FSR is not as sensitive as the previous FSR, but with its line-

shaped design, line FSR provide better detection of overall pressure on a 

transversal line between two lower ribcages. This means that the line FSR is 

more reliable to detect when the inhalation and/or exhalation begins. Thus, it 

leads to reliable detection of respiration cycle. 

 

Figure 2. 4  Supporting circuits used in the breath pattern sensor. 

Before using the chest strap sensor unit, a supporting circuit must be built. 

The supporting circuit is shown in Fig.(2.4). Fundamentally, the circuit is a 

combination of two voltage divider circuit which are very similar to the temperature 

sensor system. It utilized two separate input voltage, namely 3.3 V and 5 V. The 

purpose of using two different voltage is to accommodate with 32-bit data depth that 

will be covered later in this chapter. The relationship between FSR resistance and 

output voltage together with the variables for the circuit can be illustrated in (Eq.2.9) 

and (Eq.2.10). 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡−1 =   
𝑅𝐿−𝐹𝑆𝑅

𝑅𝐿−𝐹𝑆𝑅+𝑅1
𝑉𝑖𝑛−1                                                       (Eq.2.9) 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡−2 =   
𝑅𝑆−𝐹𝑆𝑅

𝑅𝑆−𝐹𝑆𝑅+𝑅2
𝑉𝑖𝑛−2                                                             (Eq.2.10) 

where: 

R1 = 10 000 K (first fixed resistor resistance) 
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R2 = 10 000 K (second fixed resistor resistance) 

Vin-1  = 3.3 V (first input voltage) 

Vin-2  = 5 V (second input voltage) 

Vout-1  = L-FSR circuit output voltage 

Vout-2  = S-FSR circuit output voltage 

RL-FSR =   > 10 MΩ (L-FSR resistance without pressure applied) 

RS-FSR =   > 10 MΩ (S-FSR resistance without pressure applied) 

Since FSR resistance will decrease when a pressure is actuated upon the FSR 

surface, the resulting output voltage will decrease when a force is actuated upon the 

FSR surface. The two output voltage (Vout-1 and Vout-2) feeds are connected into 

different ADC slots in the Launchpad Development Kit.  

 

Figure 2. 5  The design of the belt strap in the experiment with its sensor placements. 

 

Figure 2. 6  The strap placement on a subject. 
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Fig.(2.5) shows the placement of line-shaped and square-shaped FSRs on 

the strap belt and their cabling configuration. The line-shaped FSR and the square-

shaped FSR would act as adjustable resistor per Fig.(2.4). The chest strap would be 

worn along transversal lines circling the lower ribcage, as shown in Fig.(2.6). The 

square-shaped FSR must be placed exactly above lower ribcage (due to sensor 

design, left ribcage was the most suitable in this experiment). It must be noted that 

the strap should be a little bit tight and not too loose, otherwise the sensor reading 

quality will be reduced significantly. The sensor system would produce reading based 

on the pressure from the thorax expansion during respiration. The pressure would 

actuate the FSRs so that the resistance decreased. Using the circuit in Fig.(2.4),  

output voltage would be lowered when a pressure from thorax increased. Fig.(2.7) 

shows an example of the sensor system reading during subject’s respiration. The 

lower amplitude of signal indicates where inhalation just finished (peak thorax 

expansion) and the higher amplitude of signal indicates where exhalation just finished 

(peak thorax contraction and resting point). Changing body posture may lead to an 

offset in reading magnitude. To overcome this challenge, an average amount of S-

FSR output signal from a peak to the next peak is calculated to give a sense of 

information related to signal offset.  

The MCU will receive two inputs which are from L-FSR output (Vout-1) and S-

FSR output (Vout-2). The processing algorithm in the MCU will produce three final 

outputs: 

• Calculation of breath per minute. Breath per minute is calculated from the 

timestamps that is created when the detection mode switches from signal 

stability to signal drop detection mode. A time difference in milliseconds (Δt) 

between the newest timestamp with the previously created timestamp is 

calculated and become the backbone for the further breath per minute 

calculation. The formula is the same with (Eq.2.7). This calculation involves 

input feed only from the line-shaped FSR circuit. 

• Calculation of local signal average. The local signal average is a substitute 

for a median. It shows how much offset from body posture and strap tightness 

that influence the reading. The local signal average use input feed from 

square-shaped FSR circuit due to its sensitivity to sensor placement and 

subject position. Average value calculation uses a limited range of sample 

which is between a timestamp to the next timestamp, hence the local term 

used. 
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• Calculation of the difference between local largest and local smallest signal 

reading. Between the two timestamps (as described in previous points), the 

largest and the smallest reading value are temporarily recorded to give an 

indication of how much respiratory volume during one respiration cycle. This 

calculation involves input feed from square-shaped FSR circuit. 

 

Figure 2. 7  Example of signal reading from breathing pattern sensor system. 

 

2.3 Native and WebAssembly Implementation 

2.3.1 Temperature Sensor System  

In its native implementation, the body temperature sensor algorithm was 

implemented using C language. A set of modifications are done to a work that were 

originally conducted by Jacobsson and Wåhlsén [3] as a part of WebAssembly 

demonstration on embedded system. The work contains ADC reading algorithm and 

the modification adds basic temperature reading algorithm to produce temperature 

data output, and other support measures. The algorithm was finally compiled from C 

format into .hex file to be flashed into the MCU. 
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The WebAssembly implementation is quite similar to the native 

implementation. However, ‘wa-app.c’ file in the work would be rebuilt to only produce 

the ADC reading, as opposed to the native implementation where its ‘wa-app.c’ did 

not only read the ADC, but also performed temperature reading algorithm. Any minor 

difference in algorithm exists solely to compensate unique conditions in each 

implementation, but not the signal processing parts. A .wasm file would later be 

installed into the MCU through BLE using HTML-based interface. 

Both native and WASM implementation and result would be compared to 

each other. Initialization, execution time, and flashing time performance, size of files 

used, results, and any issues regarding implementation challenges especially which 

involves WebAssembly will be discussed and evaluated. The initialization time refers 

to the time consumed for a .wasm module file to be installed into the MCU unit (via 

BLE connection) and activated. An execution time refers to the time for the MCU to 

run the longest possible input-processing algorithm (periodic function in .wasm 

module or in native C codes, as shown in Appendix B).  Fig. (2.8) illustrates which 

part of the system is involved in execution time measurement. Flashing time refers 

to the time for the fundamental .hex file to be installed into the MCU. These methods 

of comparation and evaluation will be same for heart rate sensor system and 

breathing pattern sensor system.  

Execution time also indicates the workload comparison in MCU to produce an 

output between native and module implementation. Assuming that the power (in watt) 

consumed by MCU is nearly constant, it is reasonable to use execution time instead 

as an equivalent substitution for energy consumption comparison.  

 

Figure 2. 8 A Chart showing how execution time is conducted within the system process. (Note : Blue boxes 
indicates that the process is exclusively within MCU in both native and WA module implementation. Red boxes 

indicates that the process can be conducted within native MCU or module implementation) 

2.3.2 Heart Rate Sensor System 

In its native implementation, the heart rate sensor algorithm is also 

implemented using C language with the same steps of implementation as in body 

temperature sensor system(see section 2.2.1, first paragraph).  
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The WebAssembly implementation of heart rate sensor is also the same with 

the temperature sensor counterparts (see section 2.2.1, second paragraph). 

Between native and WebAssembly implementation, there is no significant difference 

in algorithm between the two implementations. However, an interval function to 

introduce time delay (for the purpose of 3ms sampling period) and a time counter 

function is imported from C because there is no substitute for such feature in the 

WebAssembly. 

2.3.3 Breathing Rate Sensor System  

In its native implementation, the breath pattern sensor algorithm was also 

implemented using C language with the same steps of implementation as in body 

temperature sensor system(see section 2.2.1, first paragraph). 

Between native and WebAssembly implementation, there is no significant 

difference in algorithm between the two implementations. Similar to the heart rate 

sensor system, an interval function and a time counter function are imported. 
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Chapter 3: Results 
 

3.1 Temperature Sensor System Development 

3.1.1 Development Experience 

 

Table 3. 1   List of issue or problem in the development of temperature sensor by native and WebAssembly 
implementation. 

No Issue/Problem Native Implementation 
WebAssembly 

Implementation 

1 
Natural logarithm 

calculation 

Viable through math.h library in 

the compiler. C programming 

language is used here. 

There is a need to substitute 

natural logarithm calculation. 

WebAssembly inherently could not 

perform complex mathematical 

calculation. 

2  ‘if’ operator usage 

There is no technical problem 

worth reporting in native 

implementation 

Linear conversion used many ‘if’ 

operators that increased the .wasm 

file size significantly. This may 

undermine the advantage of using 

WebAssembly in the first place. 

3 Initialization time 
Initialization time is not 

problematic. 

Longer codes compiled into .wasm 

file may increase initialisation time 

significantly. 

Table (3.1) shows the list of challenge and issue in the context of native 

versus WebAssembly implementation of temperature sensor system algorithm. The 

most challenging issue is to substitute the natural logarithm function as they were 

absent in WebAssembly. As the WebAssembly does not inherently support natural 

logarithm, (Eq. 2.4) must be partly changed.  
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Figure 3. 1  Result from ln(Rth/10000Ω) as a function of Rth (left).  The resulting linear transformation using 
multiple linear functions, shown in alternating red and black lines (right). 

It is found that to convert the natural logarithmic function into multiple linear 

function is a viable solution. Multiple linear functions(y = mx+b) with different m and 

b for certain uneven intervals of Rth are created to simulate the original logarithmic 

curve from ln(Rth/10K), as shown in Fig.(3.1a) and Fig.(3.1b) for the original 

logarithmic function and the multiple linear functions, respectively. Theoretically, 

using smaller interval results in more precise measurement. However, this will 

increase ‘if’ operators in the .wat/.wasm file and therefore will increase the amount of 

time required for initialization(after the system was started from turned-off mode). A 

solution was made by using smaller interval in the beginning of the function and 

increasing the interval to the end of the function. Therefore, the precision was 

preserved while the number of ‘if’ function is reduced. Fig 3.2 shows temperature 

error between real natural logarithm usage and multiple linear function substitute in 

Celsius scale. The errors that occur between 34 OC – 42OC are below 0.1OC, which 

means this substitution is acceptable in medical standard. 
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Figure 3. 2   Error between real natural logarithm and its substitutes in Celsius scale. 

Other alternate solution for the natural logarithm issue is also made in this 

experiment. Natural logarithm operator in (Eq.2.4) can be substituted by a fourth-

degree polynomial fit. Using Matlab, a set of polynomial coefficients can be obtained 

using polyfit function (-2.8616, 8.3744, etc. in (Eq.3.1)). A substitute polynomial 

function using obtained polynomial coefficients, fpolynom, is used here to replace the 

natural logarithm operation for a limited range as shown in (Eq. 3.1) and (Eq. 3.2). 

Finally, a temperature in Celsius can be calculated. Errors from the polynomial fit 

function usage is also shown in Fig 3.2 . Between 34 OC – 42OC, the errors remain 

below 0.1OC which are acceptable in medical standard. 

𝑓𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑛𝑜𝑚(𝑥) =  −2.8616 + 8.3744𝑥1 − 12.2115𝑥2 +  9.8837𝑥3 − 3.1893𝑥4        (Eq. 

3.1) 

1

𝑇𝐾
=

1

𝑇𝐾−𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑚
+

1

𝐵𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓
. 𝑓𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑛𝑜𝑚(

𝑅𝑡ℎ

𝑅𝑡ℎ−𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑚
 )       (Eq. 3.2) 

Ultimately, a final solution where natural logarithm function was imported from 

native C is also done. The function used is logf, which is imported from math.h library. 

This undermined the independency of the WebAssembly module, but accurate 

temperature calculation is important. 
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Other than natural logarithm issue, a minor issue in the WebAssembly 

implementation of temperature sensor system still remains. Initialization time in 

WebAssembly usage is considerably longer than in native implementation of the 

system (see Table 3.2). However, the time consumed in WebAssembly-mode system 

initialization is still reasonable even in medical settings. An example of code script 

containing temperature calculation algorithm is shown in the Appendix. 

A function to set the interval of each iteration was imported from the MCU 

board, but this function is only for the purpose of displaying the result itself, therefore 

it is not crucial in the temperature-sensing algorithm. Further details of this interval 

function are explained in section 3.2.2 where the interval function is critical to the 

heart rate detection algorithm, unlike in temperature sensor system. 

3.1.2 Performance Comparison 

File size, initialization time, and execution time between native 

implementation and WebAssembly implementations (both multiple linear function 

and polynomial fit function substitution) are compared in Table 3.2.  The native 

implementation uses unsubstituted natural logarithm function. For all sensor system 

performance measurement, the confidence level is set at 95 percent. 

Table 3. 2  Size and performance comparison between native against WASM implementation in temperature 
sensor system. 

Algorithm type 
file size 

[bytes] 

File 

type 
Initialization time[s] 

Execution 

time[μs] 

Native embedded code onboard of 

MCU  
378,672 .hex 

11-12 (flashing) 

~2 (initialization) 

 
563±10 

WASM – multiple linear function 

substitute 
367  .wasm 7 609±10 

WASM – polynomial fit function 

substitute 
476 .wasm 9 612±10 

WASM – imported natural logarithm 

function 
264 .wasm 5 613±10 
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3.2 Heart Rate Sensor System Development 

3.2.1 Development Experience 

 

Table 3. 3  List of issue or problem in the development of heart rate sensor by native and WebAssembly 
implementation. 

No Issue/Problem Native Implementation 
WebAssembly 

Implementation 

1  ‘if’ operator usage 

There is no technical problem 

worth reporting in native 

implementation 

Using many ‘if’ operators may 

increase the .wasm file size 

significantly. 

2 

Initialization time 

when starting the 

device. 

Initialization time is not 

problematic. 

Longer codes compiled into .wasm 

file may increase initialisation time 

significantly. Introducing many 

failsafe in BPM algorithm may 

improve the device safety per 

healthcare requirement, but longer 

codes will be imminent. 

3 
Time delay and/or 

iteration frequency 

Time delay or iteration frequency 

setting can be introduced without 

any problem. 

Time delay or interval function 

between and/or inside iteration do 

not exist in WebAssembly. There is 

a need to import an interval 

function into .wasm module. Usage 

of Bluetooth notification may 

disturb the interval function 

 

Table 3.3 shows the list of challenges and issues in native versus 

WebAssembly implementation of heart rate sensor system algorithm. Unlike in the 

temperature sensor system case, there is no need for substitution in the 

WebAssembly implementation. Therefore, only an imported function to set the 

iteration interval was needed. The function is imported from the MCU unit (pre-

installed outside WebAssembly module) and called from WebAssembly module 

when needed to prolong the iteration delay. However, frequent usages of Bluetooth 

notification may hinder the performance of the sampling operation. Therefore, the 

program is set to only transmit an output via Bluetooth connection for only once in 50 

iterations (with ~3ms for each iteration).  

3.2.1 Performance 

File size, initialization time, and execution time between native implementation and 

WebAssembly implementation in heart rate sensor are compared in Table 3.4.   
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Table 3. 4  Size and performance comparison between native against WASM implementation in heart rate 
sensor system. 

Algorithm type 
file size 

[bytes] 
File type 

Initialization 

time[s] 

Execution 

time[μs] 

Native embedded code 

onboard of MCU  
378,464 .hex 

12-13 (flashing) 

~2 (initialization) 
617±10 

WASM  428 .wasm 8 861±10 

 

3.3 Breathing Pattern Sensor System 

Development 

3.3.1 Development Experience 

 

Table 3. 5  List of issue or problem in the development of temperature sensor by native and WebAssembly 
implementation. 

No Issue/Problem Native Implementation 
WebAssembly 

Implementation 

1 

Multiple 

input/output in the 

MCU 

In standard native, multiple input 

and output in the MCU is not a 

problem. 

In WebAssembly implementation, 

there is a limitation to use multiple 

input/output for the MCU. 

Combined input/output for each 

iteration is used but with 

consequences. 

2  ‘if’ operator usage 

There is no technical problem 

worth reporting in native 

implementation 

The algorithm used many if for 

simple but robust signal 

processing. Therefore, the time 

required for initialization is 

relatively longer. This may 

undermine the advantage of using 

WebAssembly in the first place. 

3 Initialization time 
Initialization time is not 

problematic. 

Longer codes compiled into .wasm 

file may increase initialisation time 

significantly. 

4 
Time delay and/or 

iteration frequency 

Time delay or iteration frequency 

setting can be introduced without 

any problem. 

Time delay inside iteration and 

between iteration does not exist in 

WebAssembly. There is a need to 

import some function into .wasm 

module. 

To accommodate with WASM input-reading capability, the sensor outputs 

(that would act as inputs for MCU) will be combined as one but separable later in the 

code. Fig. (3.3) shows how the output voltage are combined as one input. One empty 
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digit is reserved between the two output feed as ‘0’ to allow better human-eye 

perception in case of development/ maintenance/calibration.  

 

Figure 3. 3  Output digit setting of breathing pattern sensor 

The program starts by separating the combined input into two (the first input 

is from L-FSR-based sensor output and the second input is from S-FSR-based 

sensor output). An example of the sensor readings can be observed in Fig.(2.7.) The 

figure shows two signals from line-shaped and square-shaped FSR circuit. The line-

shaped FSR reading has to be processed into EWMA first, unlike the reading from 

square-shaped FSR circuit. An EWMA calculation is done for only the first input feed. 

The purpose of the EWMA calculation is the same with EWMA calculation in the heart 

rate sensor system. In this experiment, we conduct two different WebAssembly 

implementations by using standard and advanced ADC reading processing. 

Standard processing is using an algorithm that is similar to the heart rate 

reading, as shown in Fig.(3.4.) Fundamentally, the algorithm only detects a significant 

rise in the L-FSR circuit reading (the L-FSR sensor output). Once a significant rise is 

detected, the program will trigger the breathing frequency, signal average, and local 

reading range calculations before ending an iteration. The signal local average is a 

substitute for median calculation due to the fact that median calculation is not viable 

in WASM implementation. 
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Figure 3. 4  Standard breathing pattern sensor processing algorithm flowchart. 

Fig.(3.5) shows a flowchart which illustrates the basics for advanced breathing 

pattern sensor program algorithm. Fundamentally, the program primary task is to 

detects when the rise, upper peak (characterized by a brief signal stability), and the 

fall of the signal reading happens. The detection is supported by a set of detection 

parameters (shown in yellow boxes in Fig.(3.5)) depending on which detection mode 

the program is in). The detection mode sub-algorithm structure is similar to the rise 

detection algorithm in heart rate sensor. For example, in signal rise detection 

parameter, an EWMA comparison between current EWMA and EWMA from previous 

iteration is compared. When the EWMA difference is large enough to pass the 

threshold for 5 (or other arbitrarily chosen number) consecutive times, the detection 

mode will be changed into the next mode: signal stability detection. Further details 

on the sub-algorithm for signal rise, signal stability, and signal fall detection 

parameters are further shown in the Appendix. 
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Figure 3. 5  Advanced breathing pattern sensor processing algorithm flowchart. 

The detection mode will always be active in each iteration. The only relevancy 

is which detection mode the program is in. Initially, the program starts with rise 

detection mode, then switches to stability detection, then switches to signal fall 

detection mode, and then switches back to rise detection mode. In each signal 

stability detection mode, when the chosen parameters have been fulfilled and the 

program switches to signal drop detection mode, it triggers the calculation of the three 

output variables. 

The three resulting calculation will be combined into a single 32-bit number. 

Fig.(3.6) shows how the information is represented into a number set. First four digits 

are assigned to local signal magnitude difference because it is found that the 

difference will not reach more than 4294 (limitation from 32-bit data depth). Two last 

digits are assigned to breath per minute variables because in practice, it will never 

reach more than two digits. The rest (5th to 8th digits) are assigned to local signal 

average that usually requires 3-4 digits. The 32-bit number is the final output of the 

breathing pattern sensor system. This output format is chosen because the output is 

intended to be processed by other machine for further processing, not for direct 

human-eye perception. An example of code script containing breath pattern 

calculation algorithm is shown in the Appendix. 
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Figure 3. 6  Final output digit setting for the MCU 

3.3.2 Performance  

File size and initialization time between native implementation and 

WebAssembly implementations in heart rate sensor are compared in Table 3.6.  

There are two WebAssembly implementations here which are the standard (adapted 

from heart rate sensor algorithm) and the advanced (more robust) implementations. 

Table 3. 6  Size and performance comparison between native against WASM implementations in breathing 
pattern sensor system. 

Algorithm type 
file size 

[bytes] 

File 

type 
Initialization time[s] 

Execution 

time[μs] 

Native embedded code onboard of 

MCU  
375,592 .hex 

 11-12(flashing) 

~2 (initialization) 
550±10 

WASM-Standard 596 .wasm 10 964±10 

WASM-Advanced 647 .wasm 12 895±10 
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Chapter 4 : Discussion 

  

4.1 Temperature Sensor System Evaluation 

Temperature sensor system has several issues in its WebAssembly 

implementation (See Table 3.1). The major issue is the replacement for the natural 

logarithm operator in temperature calculation equation. There were two methods to 

replace the natural logarithm: multiple linear functions substitute and polynomial fit 

substitute. Both methods work precisely well in temperature calculation, as they 

theoretically produce results with less than 0.1OC error. 

From Table 3.2, we can see that the performance between the two methods 

differs both in initialization time and file size. The .wasm file using polynomial function 

substitute is 30% larger than the .wasm file with multiple linear functions substitute. 

Initialization time is also longer in polynomial fit function substitute than in the multiple 

linear functions. Although the ‘if’ operator usage in the multiple linear functions 

method is more frequent, the size and initialization time remains lower. In multiple 

linear functions method, an ‘if’ operator is used for each linear function (out of 5 linear 

functions) and another one ‘if’ operator for ble_notify() function activation timer. The 

polynomial fit function method does not use any ‘if’ operator in the code. 

 Despite having longer initialization and larger file size, the multiple linear 

function substitute remains acceptable as the file size is not too big and the 

initialization time is not too long. Furthermore, as shown in the Fig.(3.2), both method 

remains precise between medical temperature standard of 34OC - 42OC,  and even 

outside of normal medical range (30OC - 45OC). From the findings we can conclude 

that the multiple linear functions substitute is a better solution for the natural logarithm 

substitution case, although both methods are acceptable in medical standard.  

The imported function performed the best in terms of file size and initialization 

time. However, this practice of importing function is not beneficial in keeping the 

WebAssembly module independent from the MCU. 

The execution time in wasm modules perform similarly in between 609-613 

microseconds. The native execution time is the smallest, but with insignificant 
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difference. This means in terms of execution time, .wasm modules performs nearly 

as fast as the native implementation. 

 

4.2 Heart Rate Sensor System Evaluation 

In case of heart rate sensor system, usage of ‘if’ operators in the algorithm 

codes is still prevalent. Initialization time is influenced by the number of ‘if’ operator 

in the code, and it is almost impossible to avoid using it due to WebAssembly 

mathematical limitation. The failsafe in heart rate sensor system utilize a number of 

‘if’ operators to ensure that the reading is accurate. Accurate reading correlates to 

safety which is very important in medical setting. As the initialization time is still within 

reasonable length and safety is important in medical device, this initialization time-‘if’ 

operator issue is regarded as acceptable. 

The time interval of 2ms is chosen (with total ~3ms sampling period) due to 

its short time length and thus maintaining timestamp precision. However, the output 

(temperature) reading cannot be transmitted into the receiving unit of the sensor 

system each iteration. This is because the ble_notify() function takes few milliseconds 

and this will disturb the ~3ms sampling rate. To overcome this, a sort of timer variable 

is built. This variable increases by one for each iteration and will activate the 

ble_notify() function once in 50 iterations before resetting itself back into zero.  

The execution time between native and wasm implementation is noticeably 

significant. Unlike in the temperature sensor case, the execution time in wasm 

module is more than 60 percent longer than its native counterpart. This means that 

by execution time, the performance of wasm module in heart rate sensor is not 

comparable enough, although still acceptable even for medical setting.     

 

4.3 Breathing Pattern Sensor System 

Evaluation 

The signal reading in FSR sensor (see Fig.(2.7)) shows more variative peak 

signal shape than the signal in the PPG sensor readings (see Fig.(2.3)). This means 

that basic algorithm ─ which is adapted from heart rate sensor algorithm ─ will prone 

to produce faulty results. The advanced algorithm exists to provide more robust 
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breathing pattern detection, because it will detect rise, brief stability, and fall before 

making any output variable calculation. Also, the reading in FSRs does not produce 

small bumps unlike in PPG readings, thus making the advanced algorithm more 

suitable for breathing pattern processing. 

Usage of ‘if’ operators in the algorithm codes is prevalent. In fact, the ‘if’ 

operator number arises in the advanced algorithm. This was due to the detection of 

signal stages in the advanced algorithm. In Table 3.6, it is shown that the initialization 

time of the advanced algorithm is considerably longer than the standard algorithm. 

The advanced algorithm has also 9% larger file size than standard algorithm.   

However, advanced algorithm is designed to be a safer but heavier alternative to the 

standard algorithm. Since safety is important in medical setting and its file size and 

initialization time difference is still reasonable, the usage of advanced algorithm is 

still acceptable. In execution time terms, both method of .wasm modules still perform 

longer than the native implementation. It is interesting to see that the advanced 

algorithm executes faster than the standard algorithm, despite the file size and 

initialization time.  

Due to WebAssembly API limitation in the work, output is limited to 32-bit 

data. In the joint output, all available 10-digit slots are all used, with some limitation 

for the local signal magnitude difference output part (see Fig. (3.7)). Although joint 

output will likely face no problem for the application in this experiment, this may lead 

to some issue in case of different sensor setting or properties, especially if the input 

voltage is increased for S-FSR circuit.  

The WebAssembly is not intended for standalone application, that is why 

some functions are imported from the MCU. In the breathing pattern sensor system, 

function sys.millis() are specifically imported to manage timestamp works. Other 

imported functions worked smoothly without issue. Similar to heart rate sensor 

system, counter for ble.notify() function is also utilized to maintain interval stability 

and reading accuracy. 

 

4.4 Overall Implementation of WebAssembly 

Evaluation 

From Table 3.2 , 3.4, and 3.6; there were native implementation flashing time 

listed. The native flashing time refers to the time consumed to install the native hex 
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file into the MCU unit. The comparison between native implementation and 

WebAssembly module implementation gives a sense of WebAssembly module 

superiority. For example, in heart rate sensor case, if we are to use strictly only native 

implementation it would take 12-13 seconds only for the flashing operation and ~2 

seconds for MCU initialization for every processing algorithm update or change. 

However, if we are to use WebAssembly modules, although flashing is still required 

and roughly requires a same flashing time, the flashing operation is conducted only 

once. When a processing algorithm update is needed, we are only need to send 

.wasm module once which takes 8 seconds. The size is of native .hex file is also 

much larger than the .wasm module file size. In short, a processing algorithm update 

in the WebAssembly module usage is much more efficient than in the native-only 

usage. However, it must be noted that all WebAssembly modules executes longer 

than the native implementation, even when the difference is not so significant. In the 

temperature sensor system, the .wasm modules execute faster than .wasm modules 

in other sensor system because they don’t  involve sys_millis() function in the 

calculation.  

Longer execution time in the module implementation means that the energy 

required to produce a single output is larger in module implementation. This means 

that in terms of energy efficiency during normal output-producing operation, module 

implementation performs a little worse than the native implementation. However, 

since module implementation may result in significantly smaller file size operation 

and shorter installation time, module implementation is more sustainable during 

development and refactoring of the sensor system. 
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Chapter 5 : Conclusion 
 

In this thesis works, we can see that basic signal processing using 

WebAssembly can be done for basic biomedical sensor systems, namely body 

surface temperature, heart rate, and breathing pattern. Using open source softwares, 

a WebAssembly module can be built to provide basic signal processing in embedded 

system for basic biomedical measurement modalities. In fact, since algorithms may 

change to conform with different sensor settings and properties, the medical sensor 

algorithm can be developed faster using wasm modules instead of compiling the 

whole code through native implementation. 

 It should be noted, however, that some functionalities are imported from 

native implementations, to overcome with limited capabilities of the WebAssembly 

itself. Importing function from native system is an ultimate solution for some 

WebAssembly limitation, especially for mathematical purpose even though substitute 

functions is proven to be viable for limited application.  

The works on WebAssembly module to accommodate sensor processing 

algorithm are proven to be accurate and effective. It is accurate since it produces 

similar result with the native implementation, with very small and tolerable error, at 

least in theory. It is also effective since the WebAssembly modules are very small in 

size (smaller than 1 KB) and require reasonable initialization time length.  Since a 

medical device is required to be safe and effective, the WebAssembly implementation 

in medical sensor system can fulfill the medical standard requirements.  

Finally, it can be stated that the WebAssembly module usage─even with its 

limitation─is proven to be a viable alternative for basic medical sensor applications, 

at least for body surface temperature, heart rate, and breathing pattern. 
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Chapter 6 : Future Works 
 
The successful implementation of WebAssembly in medical sensors opens some 

technological opportunities related to WebAssembly modules application in 

embedded system. Few of them are, but not limited to: 

• Testing the capability of WebAssembly in handling more advanced 

biomedical variables. However, the greatest challenge is to find algorithms 

that utilize simple programming operator. 
• Improvement of WebAssembly mathematical capability by creating libraries 

that provide more mathematical operators for WebAssembly, such as 

trigonometry basics and logarithm, so that the WebAssembly modules can be 

used for more complex application.    
• An AI-assisted program can provide adaptive signal processing by creating a 

WebAssembly-based module that conforms to the varying environment or 

sensor properties. Therefore, manual development and creation of 

WebAssembly modules by human hand can be substituted. 
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APPENDIX 

A. Theoretical Background 
 

Common Biomedical Vital Sign Variables 

 Some body vital signs are very important and indicative in determining the 

health state of an individual. In this context we only want to use vital signs that is 

simple, practical and non-invasive. Examples of biomedical vital signs that are 

important and still reside in our scope, are heart rate variability, body temperature, 

and breathing rate [6]. 

Heart Rate 

Heart rate is a very common and important vital sign variable in biomedical 

knowledge [7]. Higher heart beat rate increases blood flow throughout the blood 

circulation system. The increasing heart rate means heightened body metabolism 

activity. Heart rate can be utilized to indicate the overall state of body activity. Heart 

rate also a good indicator to measure the level psychological and mental workload 

stress [8]. However, heart rate alone is not decisive in determining which specific 

issue/problem that occurs.  Heart rate can be measured manually without specific 

instrument, although it will affect its precision. Photoplethysmography is a common 

method to measure heart rate [9] by sensing blood volume changes in the 

microvascular bed of tissue and extracting the detected pulse wave. Basic calculation 

algorithm in determining heart rate is:  

 BPM = 
𝐷𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑡

𝑡[𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠]
𝑥

60 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠

𝑡[𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠]
                     (Eq.1) 

Body Temperature 

Body temperature is a very important vital sign variable [10]. Temperature 

indicates multiple important process in the body, such as heightened metabolism and 

occurrence of infection. Body temperature can be measured in Celsius or Fahrenheit 

degree. However, despite common and practical nature of body temperature 

measurement in armpit, the reading is not very accurate. At a certain point of time, 

measured body temperature throughout parts of human body will be different (such 

as in hand palm, anus, mouth opening, and armpit); with the most accurate 
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temperature measurement site in anus (rectal reading) [11]. Measurement of body 

temperature requires specific instrument for precise and accurate reading.  

Healthy people have average body temperature reading around 37OC (98.6 

OF) with consideration depending on age, sex, and metabolic state. Temperature 

below 35OC may cause hypothermia that presents adverse effects. Temperature 

above 37.5OC may result in hyperthermia that is an indication of heightened stress, 

hypothyroidism, or infection [12]. .  

Breathing Rate 

Breathing rate is one of the most important vital sign variables. For the most 

part, its value is proportional to biological need of heightened oxygen absorption 

and/or CO2 release from the body. Higher breathing rate indicates an issue in body 

metabolism that is worth an attention. Physical overload or stress in an activity is 

closely correlated with the heightened breathing rate [13]. Involuntary breathing rate 

below 30 breaths per minute require special attention, especially in post-traumatic 

situation [14].  Breathing rate can be measured manually without specific instrument, 

although it will affect its precision.  

Breathing rate sensing using motion-based detection is prone to body trunk 

movement which should be excluded from breathing motion during reading [13]. An 

example for motion-based breathing rate sensing is to use IMU sensor unit. 

Alternatively, it is viable to use pressure-sensitive sensors to extract breathing rate 

data through a well-placed sensor system on a body, specifically around the thorax 

area. This type of sensor system is less prone to sensor misread due to overall body 

movement. 
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General Architecture of Wireless Sensor 

System 

 

Figure A. 1  Most common representation of sensing system and its use. 

Fig A.1. shows how a sensor system is commonly arranged. A sensor is 

placed in pre-determined site to provide relevant physical information from the 

subject. The sensor is connected to multiple stages of signal handling and 

conditioning to ‘filter’ the extracted signal so that it can be processed further in 

analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion and digital processing stage [15]. This includes 

using gain to enhance the overall amplitude of the analog signal [16]. Biomedical 

signals tend to have useful information in frequencies lower than 1 kHz [17]. 

   In modern sensor system, A/D processing is carried out as soon as the 

sensor gives the desired physical information, while the analog processing is 

minimized. This is due to the more advanced breakthrough of digital electronics in 

present time [15]. The signal will be filtered through passband filter, in order to pass 

only a desired range of frequency. Passband filter is beneficial in filtering noise and 

interference from other higher power transmitting device, such as WLAN [18].  A 

microcontroller unit is designed to handle these stages: A/D conversion, digital 

processing, and transmission [16]. Larger signal processing activity may hinder the 

power efficiency of the sensor system, which is detrimental toward wearable sensor 

practical advantages. 

The transmitter stage is vital in wireless sensor system, as the name implies. 

It ensures the flow quality of data into the receiver. The transmitter-receiver part can 

be built with common communication protocol such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, or ZigBee 

[10]. The received data will be handled and processed to an extent that the data is 
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displayed in informative manner. In case of blood pressure, body temperature, pulse, 

SpO2 , and ECG; the required data rate for transmission is estimated as less than 

100 kbps , which is achieved by world-first technical standard of WBAN mode of 

operation : IEEE 802.15.6  [19]. A wireless sensor network, as the name implies, is 

a collection of multiple sensor nodes that connected to a base station. The sensor 

nodes transmit measurement data into the base station to be collected for further 

processing [20]. 

Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) 

With the recent advances of technology, reduced manufacturing cost, 

hardware miniaturization, and performance breakthrough in microcontrollers and 

sensors, wearable sensors are advocated to be a feasible diagnostic tool in the future 

[21].  By using wireless sensor networks in wearable sensor, the cost of medical care 

can be suppressed through real time monitoring [22], as well as cloud computing 

technology. WBAN is also useful in emergency deployment, such as post-disaster 

triage medical site [14]. Wireless body sensor network is much more preferred by the 

patients due to its practical comfortable nature [16] [10]. 

Performance Evaluation in WBAN 

There are multiple ways to evaluate the performance of a WBAN system. This 

can be done both quantitively or qualitatively. Qualitative way to evaluate WBAN’s 

performance are, but not limited to: power consumption [17], data packet integrity 

[20], and performance time.  

Performance Time 

Performance time can be used to evaluate how fast the process of sensing, 

processing, transmitting, and displaying the reading result is. Lower performance 

duration can support the accuracy of the reading, which due to the fact that faster 

computation results in higher time resolution in the reading signal. As Nyquist 

theorem states, in order to extract all signal information from analog data form to 

digital/discrete data form, the sampling frequency must be more than twice the 

frequency of maximum analog frequency : 

Minimum sampling frequency    >     2 * maximum analog frequency         

(Eq.2) 
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WebAssembly Implementation 

WebAssembly is a novel low-level language which is available for most major 

web browsers. It is created to be the universal replacement for existing compilation 

target for the web, such as asm.js and Native Client. The WebAssembly working 

group has incorporated formal techniques into the development of the language, but 

limited to its formal and textbook application [23]. 

Basic Concept of WebAssembly 

WebAssembly is designed to be embedded within a host environment. An 

ultimate example is a WebAssembly implementation running inside a web browser’s 

JavaScript engine. When a host program invokes a WebAssembly function, the 

function activated in a limited manner that cannot access the host’s whole state. The 

host program can either simply be a thin wrapper around a self-contained 

WebAssembly function or can choose to call out to WebAssembly only at certain 

points where efficiency is desired. It is expected that the majority of WebAssembly 

code will be produced through compilation from C/C++ [23]. WebAssembly is a stack-

based, bytecode language. Its execution semantics are naturally specified using a 

small-step reduction relation.  

State-of-the-art Implementation of WebAssembly 

 WebAssembly can be utilized inside a microcontroller unit (MCU) to 

handle digital signal processing and data transmission procedure. Based on a 

WebAssembly implementation conducted by Martin et al. [3], WebAssembly is 

proven to be beneficial in suppressing the allocated memory size without sacrificing 

the quality of heart rate reading. The heart rate reading algorithm in this 

implementation was created through WebAssembly codes. The WebAssembly codes 

exist in two forms : .wat(text format) and .wasm(binary format). The .wat file is written 

by hand and compiled into .wasm using existing WebAssembly compiler. The .wasm 

file is installed into the MCU through BLE using ‘BLEWATool.html’ and ‘libwabt.js’ , 

which are HTML and Javascript files used to accommodate .wasm file transmission 

via BLE. The .wasm file itself is much smaller than its .wat file counterpart. In a 

wearable sensor system, memory space is an important factor in determining 

versatility of a sensor system. 

It is expected that WebAssembly implementation can result in faster and less 

demanding development of wearable sensor system. This thesis project will conduct 

evaluation on the WebAssembly implementation to prove technical advantages and 

quantify them (such as in terms of performance time, power consumption, size). 
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Figure A. 2  Proof of concept implementation of heart rate sensor using WebAssembly [3] 

.  

Texas Instruments Launchpad CC26X2R1 

 

Figure A. 3  Overview of CC26X2R1 Development Kit 

The CC26x2R LaunchPad is a full-featured development kit for evaluating, 

developing and prototyping applications on the SimpleLink CC26x2R family of 

wireless MCUs. The CC26x2R LaunchPad enables development of wireless 

applications for the SimpleLink CC2642R Bluetooth low energy wireless MCU 

supporting Bluetooth 5 LE, and the CC2652R multi-standard wireless MCU 

supporting IEEE 802.15.4 based protocols including Thread, ZigBee, and TI 15.4 

applications in addition to Bluetooth low energy (BLE) [24]. Due to the wireless and 

low power nature, this microcontroller unit is suitable for biomedically-related sensor 

system. There are multiple communication protocols that are available, which are 

Bluetooth Low Energy and ZigBee. CC26x2R LaunchPad also supports over-the-air 
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programming, which provides capability to update the programming algorithm during 

operation and therefore making the software development more convenient. 

 

Photo-plethysmography Sensor 

A photo-plethysmograph (PPG) sensor can be used to measure heart rate 

and also to estimate blood pressure. PPG sensor is commonly placed on the fingertip 

or earlobe. An LED from PPG sensor platform emits red or NIR light into the tissue. 

A silicon photodiode then senses the resulting back-scattered light from the LED, 

which signal can be demodulated by a phase-sensitive rectifier (PSR). This 

demodulation ensures that only light from LED is used to derive the pulse signal. 

When blood is flowing into the tissue, the blood vessels slightly dilate and therefore 

the level of backscattered light changes. This will appear as a signal amplitude from 

the sensor system [25]. The time difference between each amplitude (from each 

heartbeat) is the key for heart rate information. Heart rate per minute variable is a 

derivation from the time difference (unit of time in one minute divided by the same 

unit of time which equals to the time difference. 

 

Figure A. 4  An example of fingertip PPG sensor for heart rate measurement (taken from pulsesensor.com). 

Thermistor 

Thermistor is a type of resistor that changes its resistance value (in Ohm) 

from changing temperature. There are NTC (Negative Temperature Coefficient) and 

PTC (Positive Temperature Coefficient) types of thermistor, which depends on the 

thermistor resistance response from increasing and decreasing temperature. NTC 

thermistor increases its resistance when it’s exposed to lower temperature. PTC 
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thermistor increases its resistance when it’s exposed to higher temperature. For 

medical application, thermistor main body is constructed in smaller size and have 

low-thermal mass. Therefore, it heats quickly to the measured body temperature. 

Thermistor-based thermometer will generally respond much quicker than the glass 

or mercury thermometer. Thermistor must be in direct contact to the skin for it to 

functions properly in medical settings [25]. 

 

Figure A. 5  A thermistor (pictured here is a 4700 Ω variant, manufactured by Vishay) 

Force-sensitive Resistor  

Force-sensitive Resistor (FSR) is a type of resistor that changes its resistance value 

(in Ohm) from exposure to pressure, force, and/or mechanical stress on the sensor 

surface. The resistance will gradually decrease in exponential decays when larger 

force is actuated upon the sensor. FSR is one of tactile sensors that utilizes 

piezoresistivity. A thin FSR can be constructed with a pressure-sensitive 

semiconductive polymer. Compared to other tactile sensors (such as strain gauge), 

FSR has relatively lower accuracy. However, in cases where accurate force 

measurement is not vital, low-cost FSR remains a good choice [26]. FSR is 

manufactured by placing a conductive polymer composite (CPC) between metal 

electrodes. The CPC itself is constructed by randomly dispersing conductive particles 

along an insulating polymer matrix. Polymer materials has an insulating characteristic 

to exhibit electrical resistance that is dependent on mechanical stress and particle 

concentration [27]. 
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Figure A. 6  Examples of FSRs (pictured here is a square-shaped FSR(top) and line-shaped 
FSR(bottom) both are from FSR 400 series, manufactured by Interlink Electronics). 
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B. Program Script in C language 
Temperature sensor processing algorithm (multiple linear functions) : 

#include <stdint.h> 
extern int sys_analogRead(int pin); 
extern void ble_notify(uint32_t val);  
 
#define BIT_DEPTH 4095 //bit depth of 8-bit ADC 
#define VIN 5 
#define VAREF 4.9 //measured reference voltage 
#define VOLT_ADJ (BIT_DEPTH*VIN/VAREF) 
 
#define R2 10000  ///Fixed resistor resistance 
#define R_THERM_25 100000///Thermistor resistance in room temperature 
 
int timer = 0; 
 
float natlog_sim(x) { 
    float ln_result, m , b; 
    if (x>0.380 && x<0.455) 
    {m = 2402;  b= -18802233;} 
    else if (x>0.455 && x<0.540) 
    {m = 2015;  b= -17042653;} 
    else if (x>0.540 && x<0.640) 
    {m = 1699;  b= -15336409;} 
    else if (x>0.640 && x<0.750) 
    {m = 1442;  b= -13690800;} 
    else if (x>0.750 && x<0.880) 
    {m = 1230;  b= -12098861;} 
    ln_result = (m*x + b)/100000000; 
    return ln_result; 
} 
 
int interval(void) { 
    return 2; 
} 
 
void periodic(void) { 
    float R_therm, temp_K; 
    uint32_t last_sample; 
     
    last_sample = sys_analogRead(1); 
     
    R_therm = last_sample*R2/(VOLT_ADJ-last_sample); 
    temp_K = 3354 + 252*natlog_sim(R_therm/R_THERM_25); 
    temp_K = 100000000/temp_K; //invert T 
    ble_notify((temp_K - 27315+50)/100); 
} 

 

Temperature sensor processing algorithm (polynomial fit) : 

#include <stdint.h> 
extern int sys_analogRead(int pin); 
extern void ble_notify(uint32_t val);  
 
#define BIT_DEPTH 4095 //bit depth of 8-bit ADC 
#define VIN 5 
#define VAREF 4.9 //measured reference voltage 
#define VOLT_ADJ (BIT_DEPTH*VIN/VAREF) 
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#define R2 10000  ///Fixed resistor resistance 
#define R_THERM_25 100000///Thermistor resistance in room temperature 
 
int timer = 0; 
 
float natlog_sim(x) { 
    float ln_result; 
    ln_result = (7.9178 - 2.5171*x); 
    ln_result = -10.1839+(ln_result)*x; 
    ln_result = (7.5036+(ln_result)*x); 
    ln_result = -2.7309+(ln_result)*x; 
    return ln_result; 
} 
 
int interval(void) { 
    return 2; 
} 
 
void periodic(void) { 
    float R_therm, temp_K; 
    uint32_t last_sample; 
     
     
    last_sample = sys_analogRead(1); 
     
    R_therm = last_sample*R2/(VOLT_ADJ-last_sample); 
    temp_K = 3354 + 252*natlog_sim(R_therm/R_THERM_25); 
    temp_K = 100000000/temp_K; //invert T 
    ble_notify(temp_K - 27315+50/100); ///offset added 
     
    } 
 

 

Temperature sensor processing algorithm (imported natural logarithm) 
: 

#include <stdint.h> 
extern int sys_analogRead(int pin); 
extern void ble_notify(uint32_t val); 
extern int math_natlogi(int x); 
 
#define BIT_DEPTH 4095 
#define VIN 5 
#define VAREF 4.9 
#define VOLT_ADJ (BIT_DEPTH*VIN/VAREF) 
#define R2 10000 
#define R_THERM_25 100000 
 
int interval(void) { 
    return 2; 
} 
 
void periodic(void) { 
    float R_therm, temp_K; 
    uint32_t last_sample; 
 
 
    last_sample = sys_analogRead(1); 
 
    R_therm = last_sample*R2/(VOLT_ADJ-last_sample); 
    temp_K = 3354 + 252*math_natlogi(R_therm*10000/R_THERM_25)/10000; 
    temp_K = 100000000/temp_K; //invert T 
    ble_notify((temp_K - 27315+50)/100); ///offset added 
    } 
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Heart rate sensor processing algorithm : 

#include <stdint.h> 
extern int sys_analogRead(int pin); 
extern void ble_notify(uint32_t val); 
extern int sys_millis(void); 

 
#define ALPHA 1.0 
#define THR 102.5 

 
uint32_t stored_bpm=11; 
float ewma = 1200; 
uint32_t time_old = 10; 
uint32_t timer =0;  

 
int interval(void) 
{ 
    return 2; 
} 
void periodic(void) 
{ 
    float ewma_prev, ewma_comp; 
    uint32_t time_new; 
    uint32_t bpm; 
    uint32_t last_sample; 
    last_sample = sys_analogRead(1); 

ewma_prev = ewma; //store previous EWMA 
ewma = (ALPHA*last_sample + (10.0-ALPHA)*ewma_prev)/10.0;   
ewma_comp = ((ewma-1000.0)*100.0)/(ewma_prev-1000.0); 
   if (ewma_comp>THR)  
   { 
      time_new =  sys_millis(); 
      bpm = 60000 / (time_new-time_old); 
     if (  (bpm < 220))  
      { 
        time_old = time_new; 
        stored_bpm = bpm; 
      } 
     else 
      { 
        bpm = stored_bpm;  
      } 
   }   
   

timer = timer + 1; 
if (timer >= 50) 
{ 
ble_notify(bpm); 
timer = 0; 
} 
} 

 
 
 

Breathing pattern sensor processing algorithm (standard) : 

#include <stdint.h> 
 
extern int sys_analogRead(int pin); 
extern void ble_notify(uint32_t val); 
extern int sys_millis(void); 
 
#define RISE_COUNTER_THR  8 
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float ewma_prev = 1000;  
uint32_t rise_counter= 0; 
uint32_t timer = 0; 
uint32_t time_old = 10; 
uint32_t last_sample_smallest = 5000; 
uint32_t last_sample_largest = 5; 
uint32_t n_avg_sample = 0; 
uint32_t sum_ewma_sample =0; 
uint32_t output = 0; 
 
int interval(void) 
{ 
return 2; 
} 
void periodic(void) 
{    
uint32_t sign_avg_sample; 
uint32_t res_vol_score; 
uint32_t last_sample; 
uint32_t bf; 
float ewma_comp,ewma; 
uint32_t time_new; 
uint32_t SFSR_input; 
uint32_t LFSR_input; 
     
last_sample = sys_analogRead(1);  
SFSR_input = last_sample/100000; 
LFSR_input = last_sample%10000; 
ewma = (SFSR_input*5 + ewma_prev*95)/100; 
ewma_comp = ewma/ewma_prev; 
ewma_prev = ewma; 
 
if (ewma_comp>1.0004)  ///rise detection 
   { 
   rise_counter = rise_counter+1; 
   } 
else 
   { 
   rise_counter = 0;          
   } 
  
if (rise_counter>RISE_COUNTER_THR && (sys_millis()-time_old)>1500) // a 
significant rise is detected 
       { 
          time_new = sys_millis();  
          bf = 60000/(time_new-time_old);//measured time in milliseconds             
          time_old = time_new;    
          sign_avg_sample = sum_ewma_sample/n_avg_sample; 
          res_vol_score= (last_sample_largest- last_sample_smallest); 
          output = bf+res_vol_score*100 +sign_avg_sample*1000000;  
          res_vol_score = 0; 
          last_sample_smallest = 5000; 
          last_sample_largest= 1;  
          sum_ewma_sample = 0; 
          n_avg_sample = 0;    
          rise_counter = 0; 
       } 
else 
      { 
          if(LFSR_input>last_sample_largest) 
             {last_sample_largest = LFSR_input;} 
 
          if(LFSR_input<last_sample_smallest) 
             {last_sample_smallest = LFSR_input;} 
                     
             sum_ewma_sample = sum_ewma_sample + ewma; 
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             n_avg_sample = n_avg_sample+1;       
      } 
 
timer = timer + 1; 
if (timer >= 50) 
{ 
 ble_notify(output); 
 timer = 0; 
} 
} 

 

Breathing pattern sensor processing algorithm (advanced) : 

#include <stdint.h> 
 

extern int sys_analogRead(int pin); 
extern void ble_notify(uint32_t val); 
extern int sys_millis(void); 

 
#define RISE_COUNTER_THR  6 
#define STAB_COUNTER_THR 10 
#define DROP_COUNTER_THR  4  
#define RISE_DETECT 1  
#define STAB_DETECT 2  
#define DROP_DETECT 3 

 
float ewma_prev = 1000;  
uint32_t rise_counter= 0; 
uint32_t timer = 0; 
uint32_t l_detect=1; 
uint32_t time_old = 10; 
uint32_t last_sample_smallest = 5000; 
uint32_t last_sample_largest = 5; 
uint32_t amp_sig_trigger = 1; 
uint32_t sign_avg_sample = 99999; 
uint32_t n_avg_sample = 0; 
uint32_t sum_ewma_sample =0; 

 
int interval(void) 
{ 
return 2; 
} 
void periodic(void) 
{   uint32_t res_vol_score; 

uint32_t output; 
uint32_t last_sample; 
uint32_t bf; 
uint32_t stab_counter; 
uint32_t drop_counter; 

    float ewma_comp,ewma; 
uint32_t time_new; 
uint32_t SFSR_input; 
uint32_t LFSR_input; 
     
last_sample = sys_analogRead(1);  
SFSR_input = last_sample/100000; 
LFSR_input = last_sample%10000; 
ewma = (SFSR_input*5 + ewma_prev*95)/100; 
ewma_comp = ewma/ewma_prev; 
ewma_prev = ewma; 
 
if (l_detect == RISE_DETECT) // detect upward signal reading 
    { 
     if (ewma_comp>1.0004)  ///rise detection 
        { 
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          rise_counter = rise_counter+1; 
          } 
     else 
        { 
          rise_counter = 0;          
         } 
     if (rise_counter>RISE_COUNTER_THR) // a significant rise is detected 
        { 
        l_detect = STAB_DETECT;  
        rise_counter = 0; 
        stab_counter = 0; 
        } 
    } 
else if (l_detect == STAB_DETECT)//detects stable,constant signal reading 
    { 
        if (ewma_comp< 1.001 && ewma_comp> 0.95) 
            { 
            stab_counter = stab_counter + 1;     
            } 
        else 
            { 
            stab_counter = 0;     
            } 
         
        if (stab_counter>STAB_COUNTER_THR) 
         
            { 
            amp_sig_trigger = amp_sig_trigger+1; ///amp_sig_trigger become 2 
            l_detect = DROP_DETECT; 
            stab_counter  = 0; 
            drop_counter = 0; 
            } 
    }     
 else if (l_detect == DROP_DETECT) // detect dropping in signal reading 
    {   
        if (ewma_comp< 0.9995)  /// if the signal reading is decreasing    
            { 
            drop_counter = drop_counter + 1;  ///add points in drop counter    
            } 
        else 
            { 

            drop_counter = 0; //reset drop counter when downward trend 
ceased 

            } 
          
        if (drop_counter>DROP_COUNTER_THR) 
            { 
            l_detect = RISE_DETECT;  ///switch to rise detection mode , '1'   
            } 
    }        
    //////////Output variables calculation STARTS/////// 

if (amp_sig_trigger == 1) ///Calculation trigger is OFF at 1 
{ 
  if(LFSR_input>last_sample_largest) 
     {last_sample_largest = LFSR_input;} 
 
  if(LFSR_input<last_sample_smallest) 
     {last_sample_smallest = LFSR_input;} 
             
     sum_ewma_sample = sum_ewma_sample + ewma; 
     n_avg_sample = n_avg_sample+1; 
    } 
    else ///Calculation trigger is ON at 2  
    {    
    time_new = sys_millis();  
     bf = 60000/(time_new-time_old);//measured time in milliseconds             
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     time_old = time_new;    
     sign_avg_sample = sum_ewma_sample/n_avg_sample; 
     res_vol_score= (last_sample_largest- last_sample_smallest); 
     output = bf+res_vol_score*100 +sign_avg_sample*1000000;  

          res_vol_score = 0; 
     last_sample_smallest = 5000; 
     last_sample_largest= 1;  
     amp_sig_trigger = 1; 
     sum_ewma_sample = 0; 
     n_avg_sample = 0; 
    } 
    //////////Output variables calculation ENDS/////// 

timer = timer + 1; 
if (timer >= 50) 

{ 
 ble_notify(output); 
 timer = 0; 
} 

} 
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C. Imported functions in WASM 

module 
 In this project, there are multiple functions that were imported from the MCU 

using C library. Those functions are : 

a) millis(), a function that measures how many milliseconds between the time 

when the function is called and the time when the program starts. This function 

is imported from TI library. 

b) notify(), a function to enable data transmission  for the output from the MCU 

into the receiver unit via BLE connection. This function is imported from TI 

library. In this project, the API for this function only supports for 32-bit integer 

data types. 

c) logf(), a function to calculate real number natural logarithm in float data type. 

In temperature sensor system, this function is utilized to calculate temperature 

based on thermistor resistance. This function is imported from math.h C library. 

d) analogRead(), a function to enable data reading from the ADC pin(s) to the 

WA module. This function is imported from TI library. The API for this project 

is currently only supports single-channel data read. 

C. Exported functions in WASM 

module 
The wasm module exports two functions into MCU, which are: 

a) interval(), a function to introduce delay in milliseconds. Basically, this 

function acts as main sampling rate tuner in the sensor system, by giving 

time delay between each iteration. 

b) periodic(), a function which main algorithm processing takes place and 

ultimately produce output for the sensor system. 
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E. Conversion of C-based algorithm to 

WebAssembly 
1) Select a complete lines of code that includes library declarations, variable 

declarations (both local and global), interval function, periodic function, 

supporting function(if there is any). For example, the C code in Heart rate 

processing algorithm from Chapter B of Appendix can be used here. 
2) Copy the lines of code into a C to .wasm compiler. In this experiment, an online 

converter (https://mbebenita.github.io/WasmExplorer/) is used to do C-to-wat-to-

wasm conversion. 

3) Compile the C codes into .wat format using the available interface (compile 

command). 

4) Some manual editings are needed depending on the imported function used in 

the codes. In heart rate processing example, these lines of code :  

(import "env" "ble_notify" (func $ble_notify (param i32))) 

(import "env" "sys_analogRead" (func $sys_analogRead (param i32) (result 

i32))) 

(import "env" "sys_millis" (func $sys_millis (result i32))) 

are replaced by these lines: 

(import "ble" "notify" (func $notify (param i32))) 

(import "sys" "analogRead" (func $analogRead (param i32) (result i32))) 

(import "sys" "millis" (func $millis (result i32))) 

Also, “ble_notify”, “sys_analogRead”, “sys_millis” functions writing in other 

part of the code (if any) must be changed into “notify”, “analogRead” , “millis” 

respectively due to previous lines replacement.  

5) Compile the edited .wat code into .wasm format. 

6) The .wasm file is ready to be functioned as a module for microcontroller unit. 

Note: In Clang, ‘import_modules’ functio The compiler is using Clang version 5.0.0. 

Due to insufficient support on ‘import_modules’ in the used Clang version, we do 

not implement it.   

https://mbebenita.github.io/WasmExplorer/
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